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The PD108-207 remote control provides patient control of the model PDI-Z9TV, nine-inch support arm television and 
the PDI-13TV, thirteen inch support arm television.  This remote will also control additional television brands.  See the 
accompanying owner’s manual for a complete listing of compatible codes.  The instructions assume you have correctly 
installed two “AAA” batteries. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

REMOTE PROGRAMMING 
1. Press and hold the Code Search button until the red indicator stays on.  Release 

the Code Search button.  The red indicator blinks and then stays lit. 
2. For a 9 inch TV, enter the three-digit code 405.  For a 13 inch TV, enter one of 

two codes: 115, or 713.  Note: after a valid code entry, the red indicator turns off.  
For an invalid code entry, the red indicator flashes. 

3. With the TV turned ON, press CHANNEL UP.  If the TV responds, no further 
programming is required. 

 
BED A and BED B PROGRAMMING (Nine Inch TV ONLY) 
To use a second remote in a two-bed (two TV) hospital room, special programming 
instructions must be followed.  The first step involves programming the nine-inch 
support arm TV to respond to a different remote control code.  The second step 
involves programming the PD108-207 to that second IR control code different than 
code 405. 
 
PROGRAM THE TV 
1. Turn the BED B TV ON.  Using a second different remote control, the PD108-

206 programmer’s remote (hint: this remote has a MENU and ADJ buttons), 
enter the hidden factory service menu.  Press and hold the MENU button on the 
remote control until the TV’s on-screen users menu disappears. 

2. Quickly enter the numbers 9876 on the remote.  Then press ENTER on the 
remote.  A hidden factory service menu will appear on the TV’s screen.  Use the 
programming remote control’s SELECT UP/DOWN keys to toggle through all of 
the menu items.  Use the ADJUST key to make a change to the selected item. 

3. Use the SELECT keys on the programmers remote and choose item 1 FACT 
MODE.  Set this item to 1 (ON) to expose additional factory menu items. 

4. Use SELECT keys on the programmers remote and choose item 52 ZEN/PL.  
When the TV is set to 0 (OFF) the TV will respond to normal Zenith IR codes.  
Set the item to 1 (ON).  The TV will now respond to a PL or (private label ) 
remote control code. 

5. Use the SELECT keys on the programmers remote and choose item 1 FACT 
MODE again.  Set this item to 0 (OFF).  If the factor mode is left ON (set to 1) 
the TV will not turn OFF or channel up or down. 

6. Now press ENTER on the programmers remote to exit the factory menu. 
 
PROGRAM THE BED B PATIENT REMOTE 
1. Press and hold the Code Search button until the red indicator stays on.  Release 

the Code Search button.  The red indicator blinks and then stays lit. 
2. Enter the three-digit code 701.  Note: after a valid code entry, the red indicator 

turns off.  For an invalid code entry, the red indicator flashes.
3. With the TV turned ON, press CHANNEL UP.  If the TV responds, no further 

programming is required.  Now the BED B TV will respond to a second remote 
without interference to the BED A TV. 

 
NOTE:  The BED B TV will no longer respond to standard Zenith IR control codes.  
To reprogram the TV you will need to use a programmer’s remote with the IR code 
set to code 701.

SETUP CODE 


